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NABCO Introduces NAX Hermetic Door 

MUSKEGO, WI – June 5, 2017 – NABCO proudly introduces the NAX Advanced Hermetic Door for high-

level hygiene control applications. The threat of infectious diseases has inspired many hospitals and 

healthcare facilities to improve their hygiene control - often this includes adding Airborne Infection 

Isolation Rooms otherwise known as AIIR. The NAX supports AIIRs by hermetically sealing the entrance 

to prevent air infiltration. In addition, the NAX is an acoustic rated door and offers a radiation barrier for 

X-ray shielding as well as hands free operation for infection control making it ideal for operating rooms, 

ICUs and X-ray rooms. The NAX is also designed for industrial applications including clean rooms, 

laboratories and pharmaceutical facilities. 

 

The NAX Hermetic Door exceeds North America’s expectations by offering minimal air leakage, a low 

profile, sleek design and the convenience to open completely for full clearance. In the event of a power 

outage, the door remains in the closed position maintaining an airtight performance, but still allowing 

for easy manual opening. A variety of door panels, handle options and window types are available to 

meet customers’ functional and aesthetic needs.  

 

For more information on the NAX Hermetic Door, please visit www.NABCOentrances.com. 

 

# # # 

With a history dating back to 1956, NABCO Entrances Inc., employing the Gyro Tech brand, is dedicated 

to being the premier supplier of quality automatic pedestrian doors. NABCO, a founding member of 

AAADM, focuses on unsurpassed reliability, reducing operating and liability costs and achieving the 

lowest total cost of ownership in the industry. In addition to supporting its own quality product, 

NABCO’s nationwide service network services all makes and models of doors. NABCO Entrances Inc. 

strives to provide everyone with a safer, more convenient and more comfortable environment. For 

more information or to locate a dealer near you, visit www.NABCOentrances.com. 
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